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  Ice Hockey Anne Wallace Sharp,2010-11-08 An
extremely fast-paced and physical game, ice hockey
is one of the four major North American
professional sports and a popular event at the
Winter Olympics. Providing an overview of the
origins and history of ice hockey and current
issues affecting the game, this book presents
easily readable descriptions of the scientific
principles and concepts relevant to ice hockey.
Readers will learn about the biomechanics and
physiology involved for the players, and the
elements of sports medicine uniquely associated
with the game.
  Breaking the Ice Cecil Harris,2007 Black hockey
players from Grant Fuhr to Jarome Iginla speak
candidly for the first time about their
experiences in the NHL. Since 1958, thirty-seven
black men have played in the National Hockey
League. Out of the 600 players active today,
fourteen are black. Breaking the Ice: The Black
Experience in Professional Hockey is the first
book to tell the unique stories of black hockey
players - how they overcame or succumbed to racial
and cultural prejudices to play Canada's favourite
pastime. Sports journalist Cecil Harris outlines
in detail the personal and professional battles as
well as the vict.
  Ice Hockey Michael Hurley,2013 Presents
different facts about the sport of hockey and its
players, including what pucks are made of, which
team holds the record for the longest winning
streak and which was the longest game played.
  Ice Hockey Madison Parker,2016-08-01 Ice hockey
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is a sport enjoyed all over the world. In this
title, learn the fundamentals of ice hockey and
how science makes your game better. Get psyched to
play ice hockey!
  Ice Hockey ,1972
  Ice Hockey Ellen Labrecque,2018-01-01 Using the
new C3 Framework for Social Studies Standards, Ice
Hockey in the Global Citizens: Olympic Sports
series explores the sport through the lenses of
History, Geography, Civics, and Economics. Text
and photos look at the history, basic
philosophies, and geography of ice hockey. As they
read, students will develop questions about the
text, and use evidence from a variety of sources
in order to form conclusions. Data-focused
backmatter is included, as well as a bibliography,
glossary, and index.
  The Science of Ice Hockey Emilie
Dufresne,2020-12-15 Readers learn how to pass the
puck to teammates and shoot a slap shot with this
fun and fact-filled guide to the science of ice
hockey. There are many scientific forces at work
in the game of hockey, such as momentum and
gravity. The basics of ice hockey and how science
makes certain plays possible are presented
throughout this accessible text. Helpful diagrams
and graphic organizers display these concepts in a
comprehensible way, while the detailed glossary
gives explanations of scientific language.
Captivating, full-color photographs will thrill
young sports fans and budding scientists.
  2006 Official Rules of Ice Hockey Triumph
Books,2005-09
  Historical Dictionary of Ice Hockey Laurel
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Zeisler,2012-12-19 The earliest forms of ice
hockey developed over the centuries in numerous
cold weather countries. In the 17th century, a
game similar to hockey was played in Holland known
as kolven. But the modern sport of ice hockey
arose from the efforts of college students and
British soldiers in eastern Canada in the mid-19th
century. Since then, ice hockey has moved from
neighborhood lakes and ponds to international
competitions, such as the Summit Series and the
Winter Olympics. Historical Dictionary of Ice
Hockey traces the history and evolution of hockey
in general, as well as individual topics, from
their beginnings to the present, through a
chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes, and
an extensive bibliography. The dictionary has more
than 600 cross-referenced entries on the players,
general managers, managers, coaches, and referees,
as well as entries for teams, leagues, rules, and
statistical categories. This book is an excellent
access point for students, researchers, and anyone
wanting to know more about ice hockey.
  The Hockey Dad Chronicles Ed,2014-07-21 The
sport of ice hockey is going through a
transitional period, losing popularity in the
United States even as it gains momentum in other
countries. The Hockey Dad Chronicles is the
touching and funny story of one season in the
youth hockey career of Ed Wenck's son, Oliver,
when he played for the Indianapolis Junior Ice.
Hockey parents spend an inordinate amount of time
and money on their child's sport of choice --
considerably more than soccer, football, or
basketball parents dish out. They get their
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children to the ice rink for 7 a.m. ice time, they
travel with them to other states for games every
other weekend -- and if they're anything like Ed
Wenck, they spend a lot of time sitting in
bleachers wondering at the absurdity of it all. As
youth hockey grows ever more popular, increasing
numbers of parents are seeing their lives taken
over by their children's hockey careers. The
Hockey Dad Chronicles will be a familiar, amusing,
and moving reminder to them -- and to all parents
who devote themselves to their children's
extracurricular activities, whether they're
sports, drama, or dance -- of what it's all about.
  Squaw Valley Gold Seamus O'Coughlin,2001-10 The
1960 Olympic Winter Games in Squaw Valley,
California, literally introduced winter sports,
particularly ice hockey, to the American public
through television. During the average minute the
Olympics were on the air, 26.1% of homes with sets
(black and white only) were tuned in. Twenty
million Americans watched the nationally televised
game between the U.S. and Russia on Saturday
afternoon, February 27, more than the combined
audience of all other programs on the air at the
same time. Squaw Valley Gold tracks the struggle
over control of amateur hockey in the United
States from the world tournament at the 1920
Olympic Summer Games in Antwerp Belgium to
America's first gold medal in Olympic ice hockey.
The Squaw Valley Games were also known as the
Hollywood Olympics. Walt Disney programmed the
pageantry and invited his movie friends to the
party. Europeans fretted and fumed over the
Disneyland atmosphere, but the athletes, housed
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together in a private Olympic Village, and the
spectators had a great time hanging out with Bing
Crosby, Marlene Dietrich, Jayne Mansfield, Roy
Rogers, Red Skelton and Danny Kaye.
  Hockey Talk A. L. Wegwerth,2022-08 Put on your
bucket, pick up your twig, and put the biscuit in
the basket! Learn the lingo of the coolest game on
earth in Hockey Talk. Created with Sports
Illustrated Kids, this nonfiction book presents
the secret language of hockey players. Explore the
origin of these words and phrases--from five-hole
to face wash--and discover how collegiate and NHL
players use them on and off the ice. With action-
packed photos and rapid-fire text, hockey fans
will be cheering for more!
  The Official Rules of Ice Hockey ,2017
  The Ice Hockey Annual Stewart Roberts,2016-10-31
  Top Ice Hockey Tips Heather E.
Schwartz,2017-01-01 Whether its skating a fast
break to basic puck handling, let the tips in this
book teach you everything you need to know to
boost your game on this ice.
  Thin Ice Ryan Minkoff,2020-11-01 Ryan Minkoff
was blessed with athleticism, perseverance, and an
unquenchable passion for playing hockey. His
journey to the pros against lofty odds was, as he
says, “unconventional.” Minkoff’s love for the
game began in Minnesota, the State of Hockey,
where his youth and high-school experiences were
anything but ordinary. His suitcase always packed,
he played for seven different hockey programs in a
fourteen-year span. While Minkoff’s confidence
wavered and was often challenged, his
determination and passion stayed strong, and he
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found his way to the University of Washington to
play in the unfamiliar world of club hockey.
Despite discouraging circumstances, such as games
in empty arenas starting well after midnight to
hitchhiking home after a long road trip, Minkoff
not only set records, captained the squad, and ran
the club as the president, he also formed strong
bonds with his coaches and teammates. Following an
illustrious club career, Minkoff landed in the
professional ranks of Finland, where—in the midst
of nearly crashing a Zamboni, acting as the town’s
Santa Claus, and sleeping at the rink—he truly
discovered his gift of a lifetime in the game of
hockey. Thin Ice is an honest, witty,
inspirational coming-of-age story. Ryan Minkoff’s
debut memoir is for anyone who roots for an
underdog whose dreams will not fade no matter the
obstacles.
  MAGICIANS ON ICE Timothy J. Thompson,2008-03-27
ON FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 22 1980, THE USA
OLYMPIC HOCKEY TEAM DEFEATED THE VAUNTED SOVIET
UNION 4 TO 3 IN THE SEMI FINAL MATCH AT LAKE
PLACID, NEW YORK. IT WAS THE SINGLE GREATEST UPSET
IN THE HISTORY OF SPORTS. IN THE BOOK, MAGICIAN'S
ON ICE, AUTHOR TIMOTHY J. THOMPSON DESCRIBES IN
DETAIL THE ORIGINS OF THE GREAT SOVIET HOCKEY
DYNASTY. HE TRACES THE ROOTS OF HOCKEY IN RUSSIA,
EXAMINES THE SOVIET PHLOSOPHY WITH REGARD TO THE
SPORT, DISCUSSES THEIR UNIQUE TRAINING METHODS,
AND PROVIDES THE READER WITH BACKGROUND
INFORMATION ON THE TWO PATRIARCHS OF SOVIET
HOCKEY. THE SECOND HALF OF THE BOOK TAKES THE
READER THOUGH EACH GAME THE SOVIETS PLAYED IN THE
1954 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS. YOU WILL READ ABOUT
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UNPRECEDENTED OFFENSIVE FIREPOWER, SPECTACULAR
GOAL TENDING, AND TREMENDOUS VICTORIES. THERE ARE
10 WONDERFUL PHOTOGRAPGHS INCLUDED FOR THE
READERS' ENJOYMENT, ALONG WITH A FULL AND
COMPREHENSIVE INDEX THAT MAKES IT QUITE EASY TO
FIND OUT INTERESTING TIDBITS OF INFO AT THE DROP
OF A HAT. THE SOVIETS HAD THE SINGLE GREATEST
DYNASTY IN THE HISTORY OF HOCKEY. THIS FANTASTIC
BOOK TELLS HOW IT ALL BEGAN.
  The Science of a Slap Shot Ellen
Labrecque,2015-08-01 This book discusses the
science behind various elements of ice hockey,
particularly a slap shot. The chapters examine
case studies of famous sports moments, explain how
the athletes perform these actions, and document
the history of how scientists, doctors, and
coaches have been working to make these sports
safer. Sidebars include thought-provoking trivia.
Questions in the backmatter ask for text-dependent
analysis. A timeline provides history, key
developments, and advancements associated with the
sport.
  What Is the Stanley Cup? Gail Herman,Who
HQ,2019-03-12 Ice hockey fans will pull on their
skates and gear up for this Who HQ title about the
Stanley Cup Finals--the National Hockey League's
championship games. Out of the thirty-two pro
hockey teams that compete, only one can call
itself the champion and proudly hoist up the
Stanley Cup--the oldest sports trophy in the
world! From the formation of the leagues and the
crowning of the first championship-winning team,
to the Rangers' Stanley Cup curse and the
uncertain fate of the teams during the Spanish flu
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epidemic, this book recounts the highs and lows of
this exciting ice hockey series.
  Ice Hockey! Michael A. Berger,Bruce Bennett,1987
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